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Lightness, equivalent backgrounds, and anchoring
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Observers compared two center/surround configurations haploscopically. One configuration con
sisted of a standard surface surrounded by two, three, or four surfaces, each with a different lumi
nance. The other configuration consisted of a comparison surface surrounded by a single annulus that
varied in luminance. Center surfaces always had the same luminance but only appeared to have the
same lightness with certain annuli (equivalent backgrounds). For most displays, the luminance needed
to obtain an equivalent background was close to the highest luminance in the standard surround con
figuration. Models based on the space-average luminance or the space-average contrast of the standard
surround configuration yielded poorer fits. Implications for computational models of lightness and for
candidate solutions to the anchoring problem are discussed.

Consider two surfaces cut from the same gray paper.
One is pasted in the center ofa background that consists
of several other adjoining papers-some are black, some
are white, and some are various shades ofgray. The other
is pasted in the center of a single piece of paper. Which
shade should be chosen for this single background to
cause the perception of the two center papers to appear
equal? According to many people's intuition, almost any
shade would do. After all, the two center surfaces are cut
from the same material, and materials tend to preserve
their color as they are moved in front of different sur
rounds. Nonetheless, this type of lightness constancy is
not perfect. For instance, the same surface may become
slightly lighter in front ofa dark background and slightly
darker in front of a light background. Thus, one would
expect that at least some shades would not work. But
which ones?

This paper presents three experiments aimed at an
swering this question. In an investigation of achromatic
surface color (lightness), the question is unusual. Inves
tigators have traditionally been interested in the con
stancy of surface lightness due to changes in the illumi
nation (see, e.g., Arend & Goldstein, 1987; Gilchrist,
1988; Katz, 1911; Wallach, 1948). In the present exper
iments, we studied the change of lightness as a function
of changes in the composition of the surround while the
luminance of the assessed surface was kept constant. In-
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vestigators have also investigated lightness constancy
under proximal changes in luminance ratios-for instance,
when the same surface is moved from one annular sur
round to another (see, e.g., Arend & Spehar, 1993b). In
the present experiments, we surrounded a center surface
with several patches ofconstant average luminance, so that
the proximal ratio of the center to the average surround
luminance remained constant. The number ofpatches in
this surround was varied, and, for each different surround,
the question was asked whether a single shade ofgray can
be found that will cause the two center surfaces to have
the same lightness. These single shades ofgray are called
equivalent backgrounds, in that they appear to have an
equivalent contrast effect to that ofthe multiple-patch sur
rounds. Our interest in equivalent backgrounds stems
from their relation to one ofthe fundamental problems in
lightness perception, the anchoring problem.

ANCHORING

Computing achromatic surface color requires two pro
cesses: the spatial integration of the luminance ratios that
are formed at each surface boundary within a scene, and
the selection ofa common reference. The aim ofthe first
process is to define a scale ofrelative gray values (Arend,
1985; Blake, 1985; Gilchrist, Delman, & Jacobsen, 1983;
Horn, 1974; Hurlbert, 1986; Land & McCann, 1971;
Whittle & Challands, 1969). The aim of the second pro
cess is to "anchor" such a scale to a common reference, so
that each surface can be assigned an absolute lightness
(Cataliotti & Gilchrist, 1995). To date, three means of
computing the reference term have been proposed: space
average luminance (Helson, 1943, 1964; Hurlbert, 1986;
Hurlbert & Poggio, 1988; Judd, 1940; Land, 1986; Land,
Hubel, Livingstone, Perry, & Burns, 1983), space-average
contrast (Brown & MacLeod, 1991), and the highest lu-
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minance ofa surface within a scene (Land, 1977; Land &
McCann, 1971; Wallach, 1948).

A number ofrecent results suggest that, in many cases,
the human visual system behaves as if it uses the highest
luminance in the scene as the reference. For instance, if
the inside of a large dome is painted half black and half
middle gray, the middle gray half appears almost white
and the black half appears middle gray (Li & Gilchrist,
1993). If the space-average luminance is held constant
in a Mondrian (i.e., a collection ofgray patches ofvarious
lightnesses) while the highest luminance is varied, sur
face colors change noticeably. Whereas, ifthe highest lu
minance is kept constant while the average is varied,
colors change only slightly (McCann, 1989, 1992). Fi
nally, the main rationale behind averaging, the "gray
world" assumption (Hurlbert, 1986), has been challenged
by statistical analyses of naturally occurring reflectance
spectra (Brown, 1994).

Although the weight ofthe evidence is shifting in favor
of the highest luminance reference, arguments in favor
of space-averaging remain. One argument is certainly that
the solution to the anchoring problem is simplified when
tied with known mechanisms in the visual system. For
instance, Ganzfeld results are consistent with the notion
that space-average luminance may be computed using a
low-passchannel to estimate the overall intensity in a scene
(Knau & Spillmann, 1994; Schubert & Gilchrist, 1992).
Normalization based on space-average contrast may be
implemented by the mechanisms hypothesized to be re
sponsible for contrast gain control (Geisler & Albrecht,
1992; Robson, 1991).

In our present work, however, we were not directly
concerned with issues ofunderlying mechanisms. Instead,
we were primarily concerned with the implications ofthe
equivalent background question for candidate solutions
to the anchoring problem. Suppose, for instance, that a
surface is surrounded by many colors, one of which is
white. The highest luminance hypothesis predicts that
surface lightness is based on the ratio to the white an
chor. Therefore, the surface should have the same light
ness as a surface of equal luminance surrounded by this
white alone. Suppose, conversely,that the white is the sur
rounded surface itself. In this case, it should not matter
which single surface is put around it. Any shade of gray
will allow this white to appear the same as another white
surrounded by several patches. Given these strong pre
dictions of the highest luminance hypothesis, and given
that these predictions differ dramatically from those
based on the other candidate anchoring schemes, it is im
portant to determine whether the prediction holds and, if
not, it is important to understand the conditions under
which it fails.

EQUIVALENT BACKGROUNDS

Crawford (1947) provided the basis for the original
formulation of an equivalent background principle.
He compared the time course of the recovery of sensi
tivity after exposure to flashes having a fixed luminance

and variable size with the sensitivity to steady fields
of a fixed size but variable luminance. The relationship
between the time-course curves and the threshold-ver
sus-intensity curves suggests that the course of dark
adaptation can be approximately equated by the presen
tation of progressively weaker background lights. This
may be interpreted as evidence that the global adaptive
state of the retina is also represented more centrally within
the system. This representation would be essentially
equivalent to a form ofspatial averaging, if one assumes
that the global adaptive state depends on average retinal
illuminance.

More direct evidence for spatial averaging was recently
provided by an observation reported by Valberg and
Lange-Malecki (1990). They placed an achromatic sur
face in the middle of a surround containing many other
colors and then compared it with another central surface
surrounded by a single adjustable gray background. The
two central surfaces had the same reflectance, but they
reportedly appeared to have the same lightness only when
the single background was a space-weighted average of
the complex surround. Depending on the nature of the
weighting, therefore, this result may be taken as evidence
for either the space-average luminance hypothesis or the
space-average contrast hypothesis.

Other equivalent background studies, however, sug
gest that, in certain conditions, observed equivalent back
grounds are quite different from those predicted on the
basis of spatial averaging. Schirillo and Shevell (1993)
presented a checkerboard surrounding a standard center
surface. A four-patch checkerboard had two different lu
minances that could be varied in contrast from 0.2 to 1
while keeping the space average constant. Observers ad
justed the brightness of this center surface to match an
other surface surrounded by a homogeneous annulus
having a luminance equal to the space average of the
checkerboard. If the equivalent background is the space
average luminance, matches should have remained
constant as checkerboard contrast varied. Their results,
however, were only consistent with the space-average
hypothesis for decrements relative to the homogeneous
surround, while increments appeared increasingly dim
mer as checkerboard contrast increased.

Additional studies are also at odds with the space
average luminance hypothesis. Bruno (1992) presented
Mondrians consisting of six patches. The luminance of
these patches spanned about 2 log units, and they could
have three different sizes. Centered on each Mondrian
was a standard surface. Observers compared this surface
with a comparison surface of equal luminance but sur
rounded by a homogeneous annulus. The images were
presented sequentially, with an intermittent blank field
set to the space-average luminance. Observers adjusted
the luminance ofthe homogeneous surround until the test
and comparison center surfaces appeared to have the same
lightness. The results exhibited two main features. First,
observers often reported that no adequate surround could
be found. Subsequent analyses indicated that these re
ports tended to occur when the standard patch had an in-
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termediate luminance relative to the surround luminances
ofthe Mondrian. Second, when adequate surrounds could
be obtained, they tended to be close to those predicted by
the highest luminance rule.

OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS

GENERAL METHOD

Observers
For each of the three experiments, 60 members of the University

of Trieste community volunteered. Thirty performed the same
different task, and 30 performed the lighter-darker task.

PERCEIVED AS
comparison annulus

RIGHT EYELEFrEYE

Equipment
All stimuli were generated using a Silicon Graphics Indigo work

station and displayed on a carefully calibrated Silicon Graphics
monitor. This monitor has a resolution of 1,280 X 1,024 pixels and
256 simultaneously displayable gray levels covering a range of ap
proximately 2 log units of luminance. Independent control of the
images to each eye was achieved with a Crystal Eyes field-sequential
system. In this system, an emitter broadcasts an infrared signal to
switch liquid crystal lenses on and off in exact synchronization with
the monitor at a rate of 60 Hz per eye. The lenses are mounted on
glasses worn when observing the displays.

Monitor calibration was performed in two steps. First, photome
ter readings were obtained for the darkest and brightest grays that
could be produced on the monitor, and the contrast and brightness
switches were adjusted to achieve a range ofabout 2 log units. Next,
luminances at different monitor locations and at different gray val
ues were measured, and appropriate polynomials were fitted to ob
tain an equation for converting software-specified intensities to de
sired luminances. The spatial inhomogeneity in monitor output was
minimal in the center area used for displaying the stimuli. The ob
servers entered all of their responses using two mouse buttons.

Haploscopic Presentation
The method of presentation is illustrated in Figure I. In this method,

different images are presented separately to each eye to prevent any
retinal interaction between them. However, when the images are
fused, observers perceive them as a single, composite image. In all
three experiments, both images consisted ofan overall background
field enclosing a smaller configuration. The standard configuration
was presented on the left side and consisted of a center square sur
face surrounded by two, three, or four patches (two patches shown)
of the same space-average luminance. The comparison configura
tion was presented on the right side and consisted of a center square
surface surrounded by a single annulus. Within each trial, the lu-

Figure I. Schematic of the haploscopic presentation and ter
minology for the experimental displays of Experiment I. Exper
iments 2 and 3 used the same method of presentation and the
same configurations, except for the standard surround, which
had either three or four surfaces of different luminances, instead
of two.

The goal of the present experiments was to resolve
these conflicting results while determining which hy
pothesis best predicts how the reference term is com
puted by human observers. The methodology used was a
derivation from the studies of Bruno (1992) and Schirillo
and Shevell (1993), with the addition of two new fea
tures. First, the displays were viewed haploscopically. In
comparison with free binocular viewing, this feature has
the advantage ofcontrolling unwanted spatial interactions
between the experimental surrounds. Second, observers
performed either a lighter-darker or a same-different
comparison for several pairs ofconfigurations rather than
adjusting either the center surface or the surround. In
comparison with the method ofadjustments, this feature
has the advantage of minimizing temporal interactions
between the presented stimuli. There are other ways to con
trol for such unwanted interactions, such as procedures
where observers are presented the displays for experimen
tally controlled intervals and make the adjustments dur
ing intertrial periods. Such methods, however, require re
membering the presented percept for a short interval and
may therefore introduce another source ofvariation in the
matches. In addition, our simultaneous comparison
method provides a metric of similarity between the pairs
as well as a value corresponding to a point of subjective
equality. Data about the degree of similarity between the
judged surfaces at different values oftheir surrounds may
provide important information that is not conveyed by a
single adjustment value.

In each experiment, these two kinds of comparisons
were performed by independent groups of participants.
In one group, observers reported whether the left center
surface or the right center surface appeared darker. In the
other group, they reported whether the two center sur
faces appeared either the same or different. Within each
pair, the center surfaces always had the same luminance.
The standard center was surrounded by two, three, or four
patches. The comparison center was surrounded by a sin
gle annulus that varied in luminance across trials.

Equivalent background values were obtained by lin
ear interpolation 1 from the psychometric curves of the
lighter judgments. If there is a single value that functions
as an equivalent background, a point of subjective equal
ity for the two central squares exists when these curves
cross the 50% line. This point should also correspond to
the comparison surround luminances yielding the high
est percentage of same judgments. If no value functions
as an equivalent background, or if more than one does,
then the psychometric curves either should never cross
50% or should cross 50% at more than one point. At the
same time, the distributions of same judgments should
have more than one peak.
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Figure 2. Proportions of same (circles) and lighter (squares)
judgments for 25- and 75-cd/m 2 standard centers in front ofbipar
tite surrounds, compared haploscopically with equal-luminance
centers presented in the center of a single annulus. The abscissa
represents the luminance of the single annulus.

cussion section, overall results from all three experiments
are evaluated statistically against theoretical predictions.

Consider first the top graph ofFigure 2 and the lighter
judgments. When the comparison annulus luminance
was low, essentially no observer judged the 25-cd/m2

standard center to be lighter than the comparison. This
makes sense, since this standard center is a decrement
relative to both its surrounding luminances, whereas the
25-cd/m2 comparison is an increment relative to low val
ues of the annulus luminance (e.g., 25/1 0 for the first
data point). Conversely, when annulus luminance was
70 cd/m- or higher, essentially all observers judged the
standard to be lighter. This is also understandable, because
the comparison center is now a larger decrement relative
to annulus luminance (e.g., 25/90 for the last data point)
than the standard center relative to either one of its sur
round patches (e.g., either 25/30 or 25/70 for the last data
point). Finally, when the annulus luminance was between
30 and 60 cd/m-, the observers were split. The PSE for
the center surfaces is found at the value yielding maxi
mum uncertainty (50% lighter judgments), which is
somewhere between 30 and 60 cd/m-. Next, consider the
same judgments in the top graph of Figure 2. When an
nulus luminance was low, essentially no observer judged
the standard center to be the same as the comparison. As
annulus luminance approached 40 cd/m-, however, the
proportion of same judgments approached 100%, reach-
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Two-Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC)
In all experiments, different observers performed one of two

2AFC tasks. One group indicated whether the two central squares
appeared to depict surfaces cut from the same gray paper. Another
group indicated which ofthe two central squares appeared to depict
a lighter gray shade.

In Experiment I, equivalent background values for bi
partite surrounds were determined. These surrounds
were comparable to those used by Schirillo and Shevell
(1993) in that they consisted of only two different lumi
nances. A separate pilot study replicated Schirillo and
Shevell's reported effects of contrast between the lumi
nances in the bipartite surrounds and ofthe central surface
luminance. However, because the aim of Experiments 2
and 3 was to extend measurements to tripartite and quad
ripartite backgrounds, not to assess the effects of con
trast per se, we report measurements only for the two bi
partite displays that were directly comparable with the
later tripartite and quadripartite cases.

Method
The standard surround was divided vertically in half. One halfwas

assigned a luminance of30 cd/m2, and the other was assigned a lu
minance of70 cd/rn-, The position ofeach luminance was counter
balanced. The standard central surface could be either 25 or 75 cd/m-,
The resulting two standards are reproduced in the insets of Figure 2.
Each was paired with 9 different comparisons ranging from 10 to
90 cd/m 2 in steps of 10 cd/m2• Each observer made measurements
on the 18 comparisons in randomized order.

EXPERIMENT 1

minance ofthe two central surfaces was the same. The luminance of
the comparison annulus was varied between trials across a range of
10 to 90 cd/m-, in steps of 10 cd/m-. To avoid calibration problems
at very low monitor intensities, the overall background field was
always set to the space average of all displayed luminances, except
those of the single comparison annulus. As a consequence, the over
all background luminance was constant for all pairs ofa given cen
ter surface luminance, but it varied slightly across groups of pairs
having different center surface luminances. Being set at the aver
age, however, this overall background did not change the space
average value of a given display, nor did it affect the highest lumi
nance. For these reasons, its potential effects are negligible. The
haploscopic image was observed from a distance of0.5 m in an oth
erwise dark room, and it subtended 40° horizontally and 30° verti
cally. The central squares and their surrounds subtended 3° X 3°
and 12° X 12°, respectively.

Results
Figure 2 plots the proportion of observers that judged

each standard center (see insets) to be the same as or lighter
than the corresponding comparisons as a function of the
luminance of the comparison annuli. Here, and in the
next two experiments, these proportions are analyzed to
estimate values that function as an equivalent back
ground, if any. Equivalent backgrounds are determined
as the values of annulus luminance that yield a point of
subjective equality (PSE) for the two center surfaces
(50% lighter judgments corresponding to peak same judg
ments). No statistics are computed at this stage. In the Dis-



ing a peak around 50-60 cd/m-. The position of this peak
again suggests that the 25-cd/m2 standard appeared equal
to the 25-cd/m2 comparison when it was surrounded by
an annulus between 50 and 60 cd/m-, By linear interpo
lation, the PSE for the center surfaces is found to be at a
53-cd/m2 comparison annulus. We may conclude that, for
this type ofdisplay, there is an equivalent background in
the sense that the effect of the 53-cd/m2 annulus on the
lightness of the comparison appears to be equivalent to
the effect of the 30 and 70 patches on the standard.

Comparing these results with those in the bottom graph
of Figure 2, consider the lighter judgments first. At low
to intermediate annulus luminances, there is a weak bias
against judging the standard lighter than the comparison,
but the proportions exhibit no clear majority. As soon as
the annulus luminance is increased from 70 to 80 cd/m-,
however, essentially all observers judge the standard to
be lighter. Applying the same logic as before, we may con
clude that the PSE for the two center surfaces is located
somewhere between 70 and 80 cd/rn-. By linear interpo
lation, this point is 76 cd/m-.

The interpretation of this number, however, is differ
ent from that of the top graph of Figure 2. Consider the
distribution of the same judgments. Over a wide range of
annulus luminances (20 to 60 cd/m-), about 80% of the
observers judged the two center surfaces to be the same
lightness. Only after the annulus luminance increased
from 70 to 80 cd/m? did the majority ofthe observers judge
the centers to be different. This pattern ofresults may be
interpreted as follows. As long as the two center surfaces
are both increments (relative to the annulus luminance for
the comparison, or relative to the two patches for the stan
dard), there is always a very strong tendency for them to
have the same lightness. This tendency is only slightly
counteracted by a weak bias to see the comparison as
lighter, perhaps due to the fact that the ratio of the com
parison center to its annulus luminance is always larger
than at least one of the ratios of the standard center to its
surroundings and, in many cases, larger than both (e.g.,
75/20 vs. 75/30 and 75/70). As soon as the comparison
center becomes a decrement, all observers perceive it as
darker than the standard. Thus, contrary to the top graph
of Figure 2, there is no single annulus that works as an
equivalent background in this display. Rather, there is a
wide range ofannuli, roughly corresponding to those that
render the comparison center an increment, that yield
judgments of equality between the two centers.

These results are in good qualitative agreement with
those reported by Schirillo and Shevell (1993). For a sur
face that is a decrement relative to both surrounding
patches, there is one value that functions as an equivalent
background (about 53 cd/m-), and this is not too far
from the space-average expectations. In fact, the space
(geometric) average of the bipartite surround is about
46 cd/m-, only about 120 ofa log unit from the observed
PSE. The highest luminance prediction (70 cd/m-), con
versely, is about 110 of a log unit from the observed PSE.
(It may be noted, however, that if the space average is
computed to include the center surface, then the expected
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value shifts down to about 41 cd/rn-, which is about as
far from the PSE as the highest luminance expectation,
although in the opposite direction.) For a surface that is
an increment relative to both surrounding patches, the pat
tern ofdata is far from the expectations based on the space
average luminance hypothesis. With this display, there is
no single annulus that functions as an equivalent back
ground. Rather, several annuli do, as long as their lumi
nance is lower than the center luminance. This is consis
tent with the highest luminance hypothesis. Within each
monocular image, the center surfaces are both the high
est luminance. On the basis ofthe highest luminance hy
pothesis, the center surfaces should both become white
and therefore appear to have the same lightness.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 2, equivalent background values for tri
partite surrounds were determined. These surrounds were
comparable to those used by Bruno (1992) in that they
consisted of three different luminances. The methodol
ogy used was the same as that used in Experiment 1, ex
cept for the number of patches in the standard surround
and the number of luminances of the central squares.
Three luminances (30, 50, and 70 cd/m-) were randomly
assigned to three sectors surrounding the standard cen
tral square, which had one of four different luminances.
The 25-cd/m2 standard center was the same as that in
Experiment 1 and a decrement relative to all three sec
tors. The 75-cd/m2 standard center was also the same as
that in Experiment 1and an increment relative to all three
sectors. A 40-cd/m2 standard center was a decrement to
two surround surfaces and an increment to the third; the
reverse was true for the 60-cd/m2 standard center.

Method
The four different standard configurations employed in this ex

periment are depicted in the insets of Figure 3. The factorial com
bination ofthe 4 central squares (25, 40, 60, or 75 cd/rn-) and 9 com
parison surrounds (1O, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, or 90 cd/rn-)
yielded a total of36 displays. Each observer saw each ofthe 36 dis
plays once in random order. Before each trial, the three luminances
(30,50, and 70 cd/m-) were randomly assigned to the three sectors
surrounding the standard target.

Results
Figure 3 plots the proportion of observers that judged

each standard center (see insets) to be the same as or
lighter than the corresponding comparisons as a function
of the luminance of the comparison annuli. As in Exper
iment 1, equivalent backgrounds for each graph may be
derived by computing values that yield exactly 50%
lighter judgments. For the convenience of the reader,
these are all summarized in Figure 4. However, as in Ex
periment 1, comparing the psychometric curves of the
lighter judgments and the distributions of the same judg
ments suggests that these numbers do not have all the
same interpretation.

Consider first the top left graph ofFigure 3. The shape
of the two curves is similar to that of the top graph ofFig-
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Figure 3. Proportions of same (circles) and lighter (squares) judgments for 25-, 40-,
60-, and 75-cdlm 2 standard center surfaces in front oftripartite surrounds, compared
haploscopically with equal-luminance centers presented in front of a single annulus.
The abscissa represents the luminance of the single annulus.

Figure 4. Estimated equivalent background values for all dis
plays of the three experiments. Values are luminances in cande
las per square meter (cd/m-),

center luminance
25 40 60 75

ure 2 (for Experiment 1). The psychometric curve of the
lighter judgments crosses 50% between 60 and 70 cd/m-'
(the estimated value is 66 cd/m2). The distribution of the
same judgments has a peak at 60 cd/m-. Therefore, there
is one single surround luminance that equates the light
nesses of the two center surfaces. In the bottom right
graph of Figure 3, the shape of the two curves is similar
to the bottom graph of Figure 2 (for Experiment 1). The
psychometric curve of the lighter judgments crosses
50% when the comparison surface becomes a decrement
relative to the annulus, between 70 and 80 cd/m-. How-
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ever, as in Experiment 1, there is a wide range ofannulus
luminances that yield same judgments. These include es
sentially all annuli lower than 75 cd/m-, Consistent with
these judgments, lighter judgments also cross 50% in
other positions (e.g., between 20 and 30 cd/m-). As in
Experiment 1, therefore, there is no single equivalent
background value in this type ofdisplay. Rather, it seems
that several annuli can function as an equivalent back
ground, as long as they are lower than 75 cd/m-.

Lastly, consider the top right and the bottom left graphs
ofFigure 3. These displays were fundamentally different
from those in Figure 2 (for Experiment 1), in that their
center surface had an intermediate luminance relative to
the three surrounding patches. Nonetheless, the overall
shape of the curves appears to be influenced by the qual
itative relationships that prevail in the configuration. For
instance, in the top right graph ofFigure 3, the center sur
face is a decrement relative to two of the three surround
ing patches. Therefore, this type ofconfiguration is sim
ilar to that on the top left of Figure 3, and the pattern of
data reflects this similarity. The psychometric curve ofthe
lighter judgments crosses 50% only once (at 52 cd/m-),
and this point closely corresponds with the peak of the
same judgments (50 cd/rn-). Therefore, for the top right
configuration of Figure 3, there seems to be one single
value that equates the lightnesses of the two center sur
faces in this configuration. The main difference, relative
to the top left configuration of Figure 3, is that this value
is now lower by about 15 cd/m-.



In the bottom left graph ofFigure 3, the center surface
is an increment relative to two of the three surrounding
patches. Therefore, this type of configuration is most
similar to the bottom right graph of Figure 3. This simi
larity is also reflected in the pattern ofthe data, although
not as clearly as in the previous case. The psychometric
curve of the lighter judgments also crossed 50% only
once (at 66 cd/m-), However, this point does not corre
spond with the peak of the same judgments (which is lo
cated at 20 cd/m-). Additionally, same judgments in the
range 20-60 cd/m- are all above 50%, with the exception
of the trough at 50 cd/rn-. Thus, as for the bottom right
graph of Figure 3, the observed pattern is evidence that
there is no single equivalent background. The most puz
zling feature of the data represented in the bottom left
graph of Figure 3 is the lack of consistency between the
same judgments, peaking at a relatively low comparison
surround, and the lighter judgments, which cross 50%
way above the space-average expectations. In the Dis
cussion section, we provide a hypothesis that accounts for
the pattern exhibited by these displays as well as those
that share with them the feature ofhaving a standard cen
ter surface with intermediate luminance relative to the
standard surround luminances.

As reported by Bruno (1992), the present results tend
to be more consistent with the highest luminance rule
than with averaging. When the center surface is a decre
ment relative to all three surround patches, there is a sin
gle equivalent background value, and this is rather close
to the highest luminance of the three. When the center
surface is an increment relative to all three patches, sev
eral annuli function as an equivalent background, as one
would expect based on a highest luminance rule. When
the center luminance is intermediate relative to the three
patches, the percept seems to be a compromise between
two opposing tendencies-one for increments that pre
vails in the two-increment configuration, and one for
decrements that prevails in the two-decrement case. As
anticipated in the previous paragraph, further analysis of
the possible nature of this compromise is deferred to the
Discussion section.

EXPERIMENT 3

In Experiment 3, equivalent background values for
quadripartite surrounds were determined. The method
ology was the same as that of Experiments 1 and 2, except
for the number of patches in the standard surround and
the number ofcentral surfaces. Four luminances (30, 45,
55, and 70 cd/m-) were randomly assigned to the four
square patches surrounding a standard center square,
which could have one offour different luminances. These
were the same as in Experiment 2. Thus, the 25-cd/m2

standard center was a decrement relative to all four sur
rounding patches, the 75-cd/m2 standard center was an
increment relative to all four patches, the 40-cd/m2 stan
dard center was a decrement to three surfaces and an in
crement to the fourth, and the 60-cd/m2 standard center
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was an increment to three surfaces and a decrement to
the fourth.

Method
The four standard configurations employed in Experiment 3 are

depicted in the insets of Figure 5. The factorial combination of the
4 central squares (25, 40, 60, and 75 cd/rn-) and 9 comparison sur
rounds (10, 20, 30,40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 cd/m-) yielded a total
of 36 displays. Each observer saw each of the 36 trials once in ran
dom order.

Results
Figure 5 plots the proportion of observers that judged

each standard center (see insets) to be the same as or lighter
than the corresponding comparisons) as a function ofthe
luminance of the comparison annuli. As in Figures 2 and
3, equivalent backgrounds for each graph may be derived
by computing values that yield exactly 50% lighter judg
ments (see Figure 4) and then comparing these with the
peaks of the same judgment distributions.

The results are similar to those ofExperiment 2. When
the standard center is a decrement relative to all four sur
rounding patches, a single annulus value functions as an
equivalent background. The psychometric curve of the
lighter judgments crosses 50% only once (at 69 cd/m-),
and this value closely corresponds to the peak ofthe same
judgments (70 cd/m-). When the standard center is an in
crement relative to all four surrounding patches, several
annuli function as equivalent backgrounds. The psycho
metric curve of the lighter judgments crosses 50% three
times, and all annuli below 75 cd/m? yield between 80%
and 90% same judgments. Finally, the two standards hav
ing intermediate luminances relative to their surrounding
patches provide evidence for a compromise between
matching strategies for increments and decrements. In the
configuration with the 40-cd/m2 standard center, decre
ments prevail and a single annulus appears to function as
an equivalent background (at 48 cd/m- based on the
lighter judgments, corresponding to a peak ofsame judg
ments at 40 cd/m-). In the configuration with the 60
cd/m- standard, increments prevail and there is a tendency
to prefer a same judgment with all annuli below 60 cd/m-.

Again, these results are more in agreement with the
highest luminance hypothesis than with schemes based
on averaging. Three equivalent background values out of
four are equal or almost equal to the highest luminance
of the standard surround.

DISCUSSION

Figure 6 summarizes the results of all three experiments.
To compare the results against predictions based on the
three candidate references, the data are presented in terms
of contrast between the center surfaces and the correspond
ing observed equivalent backgrounds. Equivalent back
grounds were computed based on annulus values yield
ing 50% lighter judgments.

Predictions were derived as follows. For the space
average luminance hypothesis, in each configuration, we
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Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, for standard center surfaces presented in front of
quadripartite surrounds.

computed the geometric average of all luminances, in
cluding the center. The Michelson contrast of the center
surface luminance to this geometric average is the pre
diction based on space-average luminance. For the space
average contrast hypothesis, we computed Michelson
contrasts ofall surrounding patches with their center sur
faces. The average of these is the prediction based on
space-average contrast. Finally, for the highest luminance
hypothesis, we simply computed the Michelson contrast
ofthe center surface luminance to the highest luminance

in the configuration. When the center surface is itself the
highest luminance, the prediction is zero contrast. Recall
that the highest luminance hypothesis predicts that any
annulus value lower than the comparison center should
function as an equivalent background. On the basis of
this hypothesis, therefore, lighter judgments should stay
at 50%, as long as the annulus luminance functions as an
equivalent background, and then cross steeply to 100%,
as soon as the annulus luminance surpasses the center
luminance.

center luminance
25 40 60 75
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Figure 6. Observed ratios of center square luminances to their equivalent
surrounds (gray bars), plotted with predictions based on three alternative an
choring schemes: space-average contrast (circles), space-average luminance
(squares), and highest luminance (diamonds).



The highest luminance model provides the closest fit
to the data for most of the observations. Tests of good
ness of fit confirmed that the observed ratios were not
statistically distinguishable from the highest luminance
expectations [X2(9) = 1, P =.99], whereas they were
much less consistent from the other two sets ofexpected
values [X2s(9) = 19 and 16,ps< .03 and .06, for the space
average luminance and the space-average contrast hy
potheses, respectively]. Thus, the present results suggest
that, in most conditions, a homogeneous surround is
equivalent to a complex surround when the homogeneous
surround is closest to the highest luminance. This finding
is consistent with proposals that the human visual sys
tem uses the highest luminance of a scene as the refer
ence value for mapping local ratios to lightness values
(Cataliotti & Gilchrist, 1995; Land & McCann, 1971;
Wallach, 1948) and does not provide evidence in favor of
computational models that use spatial averaging. How
ever, the highest luminance predictions do not fit the data
perfectly.Twofeatures are ofchiefinterest here: the change
in the observed equivalent backgrounds as the complex
ity of the standard surround increased from two to four
patches, and the values observed in the configurations hav
ing an intermediate center luminance relative to the sur
rounding patches.

Surround Complexity
The highest luminance hypothesis, as well as each of

the other hypotheses that we now reject, is a photometric
anchoring process. The reference term is computed from
the highest luminance in the scene, independent of its spa
tial distribution. However, there are several reasons to
believe that the anchoring process is not blind to the spa
tial properties of the image. For instance, spatial factors
can control the direction ofcontrast in some classic illu
sions, such as the Benary effect (Benary, 1924). The im
portance ofspatial complexity in providing a well-defined
perceived gray scale is well known (Arend & Spehar,
1993a, 1993b). In the displays investigated here, the spa
tial complexity of the standard surround, defined simply
as the number of patches, also appears to have an effect
on the observed equivalent backgrounds.

Consider the equivalent background values for the 25
cd/rn? central squares in Experiment 1. On the basis of
the highest luminance rule, the bipartite surrounds of
Experiment I should behave like the tripartite and quadri
partite stimuli in Experiments 2 and 3. The highest lu
minance is 70 cd/m- in all three configurations. Therefore,
the reference used by the integration process should also
be the same in all three configurations. However, in Ex
periment I, equivalent background values were substan
tially lower than the highest luminance rule would pre
dict. In fact, the tripartite surrounds were also somewhat
lower than the highest luminance. It was only with the
quadripartite surround that equivalent backgrounds were
approximately similar to the highest luminance rule. This
trend is consistent with an effect of spatial complexity.
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Next, consider when the center surfaces were 75 cd/m-.
In all these displays, the standard centers were the high
est luminance in each monocular image. Thus, given the
highest luminance rule, they should have all appeared
white. However, all the comparison centers surrounded
by annuli with luminances lower than 75 cd/m- were also
the highest luminance of their configurations. Thus, all
of the incremental comparison centers should also have
appeared white. In other words, the highest luminance
rule predicts that all 75-cd/m2 comparison centers should
have appeared equally light to the 75-cd/m2 standard
center surface, when the comparison centers were also in
crements relative to their surrounds. Thus, the propor
tion ofsame judgments should be a step function of sur
round luminance, yielding 100% same judgments when
the comparison center is an increment and dropping to 0%
when it becomes a decrement. Likewise, the rule would
predict that the lighter judgments remain at 50% when
the comparison center is an increment andjump to 100%
when it becomes a decrement. Although the data were
basically consistent with these predictions, preferences for
a same forced choice fell short of 100%. Concurrently,
the proportions of lighter judgments fell below 50%. This
deviation from the expected pattern based on the highest
luminance hypothesis was largest in Experiment 1, some
what smaller in Experiment 2, and smallest in Experi
ment 3. Again, it seem that the data vary as a function of
spatial complexity.

Thus, it seems that, as the spatial complexity ofthe stan
dard configuration increases, the pattern of results be
comes more similar to the expectation based on the high
est luminance hypothesis. This effect may account for the
discrepancy between the results of Bruno (1992), which
supported the highest luminance hypothesis, and those
of Schirillo and Shevell (1993), which were closer to the
average luminance hypothesis for decrements. Bruno used
Mondrian surrounds consisting of three different lumi
nances distributed over six different patches. Schirillo
and Shevell used checkerboards consisting of two differ
ent luminances distributed over four patches. The two
configurations are fairly similar in their spatial complex
ity. Yet, on the basis of the results of the experiments re
ported here, increasing the number ofsurround luminances
from two to three seems sufficient to move observed
equivalent backgrounds much closer to the highest lumi
nance expectations.

We know of only two approaches to the anchoring
problem that attempt to account for spatial factors. The
first is Li and Gilchrist's (1993) proposal of an area
luminance hypothesis, which pits two opposing tenden
cies against each other to determine which value is chosen
as the effective reference for a given scene. One tendency
is to use the highest luminance, whereas the second is to
use the largest area. When the highest luminance region is
also the larger area, the choice is straightforward. Other
wise, the two tendencies conflict. If the darker region is
much larger than the highest luminance region, then the
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larger region may appear white, while the highest lumi
nance region appears luminous. If the difference in size
is less dramatic, the highest luminance may appear white
and the darker region takes on a lightness proportional to
its relative area.

Strictly speaking, Li and Gilchrist's (1993) proposal
applies only to two-luminance displays filling the entire
field of view. At the distance employed in our study, the
monitor used to display our configurations filled about
40 0 X 300 of visual angle. Under these conditions, ef
fects from the remaining, uncontrolled, part of the field
of view have been shown to be measurable, but minimal
(Agostini & Bruno, 1996). However, the area-luminance
rule ofLi and Gilchrist does not seem to predict the pat
tern of our data. For instance, the area of highest lumi
nance (in both cases, 70 cd/rn-) was larger in the bipar
tite surround than in the quadripartite one. Therefore, on
the basis of the area-luminance hypothesis, the highest
luminance patch should have had greater weight than the
enclosing background in the bipartite case, relative to
that in the quadripartite one. However, the opposite trend
is observed in the data: Equivalent background values
were essentially identical to the highest luminance in the
quadripartite configuration and were substantially lower
than the highest luminance in the bipartite configuration.

The second approach to anchoring is adopted by the
early version of the Retinex model (Land, 1977; Land &
McCann, 1971). In this version (sometimes called Retinex
with-reset), lightness values are computed for each patch
by several parallel computations, which sequentially mul
tiply luminance ratios over space. Whenever the product
of the multiplication becomes larger than 1, the process
has encountered a surface of higher luminance than the
previous one, and the computation is restarted. The ef
fect of this reset operation is to assign a lightness value
to each surface based on the ratio with the highest en
countered luminance. Lightnesses computed by parallel
spatial processors are then averaged to obtain a final value.
Although the convergence properties of the Retinex
with-reset algorithm are not well understood (Brainard
& Wandell, 1986), it seems clear that final lightness val
ues depend on two parameters: the number of parallel
spatial processes, and their spatial extent. Assuming that
these would be influenced by spatial properties of the
image, such as the number ofedges in the image, it is plau
sible that a modification of the Retinex-with-reset algo
rithm would predict the present pattern of data.

Given the observed effect of complexity, further re
search on equivalent backgounds should explore poten
tial effects of using standard surrounds containing more
patches at different spatial scales, as well as a larger range
ofluminances. In a natural image, the typical range oflu
minances for surfaces that appear to span the whole light
ness range from black to white is about 1:30, whereas, in
the displays investigated here, this range was restricted
to only 1:3 (25-70 cd/m-) or even smaller in some dis
plays (e.g., 30-75 cd/m-), It is presently unknown whether
increasing the range of luminances in the standard sur-

round would affect equivalent background computations.
In addition, natural images tend to contain luminance in
formation at several spatial scales that is not conveyed in
simplified surrounds such as those investigated here.
These differences may account for the results reported by
Valberg and Lange-Malecki (1990), whose reported
equivalent backgrounds were consistent with spatial av
eraging. However, they used a chromatic Mondrian con
taining several patches ofdifferent colors. Their surround
was therefore significantly more complex than those
of Bruno or Schirillo and Shevell. It is possible that
integration mechanisms operating at different spatial
scales come into play under these conditions. Addition
ally, their use of chromatic patches renders it difficult to
make a direct comparison with the other two studies. How
ever, the issues of equivalent backgrounds for displays
including patches at different spatial scales and for chro
matic surrounds are certainly important and deserve fur
ther study.

Intermediate Center Surfaces
Substantial deviations from the highest luminance ex

pectations were found with the 40-cd/m2 center squares.
We propose that the behavior of this configuration may
result from a compromise between different matching
strategies for increments and decrements. For example,
consider the shape of the same distribution for the 40
cd/m- center square surrounded by four patches. This
center square is an increment relative to the 30-cd/m2

patch. Therefore, relative to this patch, the standard cen
ter should appear to have the same lightness as the com
parison center as long as it is also an increment relative
to the comparison annulus. As soon as the comparison
surround becomes greater than 40 cd/m-, however, the
standard center should appear lighter than the compari
son center. This theoretical function would have the same
shape as the step function ofthe 75-cd/m2 center squares,
although it would step down at 40 cd/m- rather than
75 cd/rn-. On the other hand, the 40-cd/m2 center square
is a decrement relative to all the other patches. Therefore,
relative to all these patches, the standard center should
appear to have the same lightness as the comparison cen
ter only when this is surrounded by the annulus that cor
responds to the highest luminance of the four patches.
This theoretical function would have the same shape as
that seen for the 25-cd/m2 center squares. Because the two
theoretical functions overlap, it is possible to weight and
combine them so as to produce a distribution ofsame re
sponses that peaks approximately at 50 cd/m- and ap
proximately resembles the observed one (see Figure 7).
Similar logic can be applied to the 60-cd/m2 center squares,
which are also partly incremental and partly decremental
relative to their surrounding patches. In this case, how
ever, one should assume that the theoretical increment
function steps down at 60 cd/m-, This may account, after
the appropriate weights are chosen, for the fact that the
observed curves are more similar to the highest luminance
predictions in this case.
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Figure 7. Illustration of how the shape of the same distributions
for Experiment 3 (continuous line) could be approximately ob
tained by combining functions for increments (shorter dashes) and
decrements (longer dashes) and weighting them appropriately.
The two functions are scaled to reflect the weights used.

Conclusion
In conclusion, consider again our initial question. A

surface made of gray paper is surrounded by many other
gray papers. Another surface, cut from the same gray
paper, is surrounded with a single gray paper. Ifyou want
the two papers to be seen as identical, what shade should
you choose for the single gray surround? Overall, it seems
that the best shade to choose is the lightest of the several
surfaces surrounding the other center surface. In general,
this will produce a better match than predictions based
on spatial averaging of luminance or contrast. However,
it will not always produce a perfect match. Two main fac
tors appear to provoke these deviations from the highest
luminance predictions: the spatial complexity of the dis
play, and the qualitative relationship (incremental or dec
remental) of a given surface to its immediate surrounds.
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NOTE

I. Probit analysis, the standard technique for obtaining a PSE in a
psychometric function, could not be applied, since it assumes that dis
tributions ofdifferential judgments are cumulative normal sigmoids. As
will be seen in the plots of the results, some of our data exhibited mas
sive violations of this assumption in certain conditions. In any event, the
reader can be assured that, for curves that were more similar to cumu
lative normal sigmoids, probit analysis yielded essentially the same PSE
values as straightforward linear interpolation.
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